0* Let 36 be a Klein surface [1] , [2] ; that is, X consists of an underlying space X, which is a surface with boundary, and a family of equivalent dianalytic atlases on X. If (U a , z a ) is such an atlas, then z a : U a -+ C + is a homeomorphism of the open set U a in X onto an open subset of C + = {z e C | Im(z) ^ 0}. The functions z a must thus be real on U a Π dX, and it is required that z a o z β ] be dianalytic, that is, either analytic or antianalytic on each component of z β (U a C\U β ) .
In this paper we define the structure sheaf of X, show that the concept of morphism given in [1] , [2] coincides with the concept of a morphism of ringed spaces, and compute the cohomology of analytic sheaves on X. If j^~ is an analytic sheaf on X, and ^ is the lift of J?~ to the complex double X of X, then there is a natural isomorphism 1* The structure sheaf £?-&* We define the structure sheaf -&> on X as follows. If U is open in X, let ^(U) be the ring of holomorphic functions on U (in the sense of [1] , [2] 
is holomorphic at f(p), and shrinking U, V if necessary, we mayassume geέ?χ(U). We let g* denote its image under (*) in έ?
We still need to show that f(dY) c dX. Let qeX. Then is an J2-algebra which contains a copy of C if and only if q £ The έ?χ, q algebra (f*έ? s ) q is isomorphic to
We now check that Θ is unique. Let U be open in X, ge έ?χ pef-'iU).
Let (V, w) be a dianalytic chart at p with F c Γ Let g* be the image of g in ^(V) under (*). Then using the above arguments, either g*(p) = gf(p) or g*(p) = gf(p) If ^ is nonconstant, only one of these can yield an analytic function. If g is constant it can be expressed as a sum of nonconstant functions. Hence g*, and thus θ, are uniquely determined. The theorem is proved.
By an analytic sheaf of X we mean an ^-module. If J^~ is an analytic sheaf on X and /: 2) -> X is a morphism then f*j^~ is the sheaf associated to the presheaf F-> ^,(F)®^ (/Γ) PROPOSITION 2. // ^~ is α coherent analytic sheaf on X, is α coherent analytic sheaf on 2).
Proof. The proof given in [5, p. 47] for Riemann surfaces carries over to the Klein surface case.
2* The complex double* Let X be a Klein surface, π: X -> X its complex double. Recall that if (U a , z a ) is a dianalytic atlas on X, then (ϋ a , z a ) is a dianalytic atlas on X, where U a = π~ι(Uc) = UάU U" r Uάf) U" = π-^UaΓidX), and π maps Z7ά and Σ7" each homeomorphically onto U a . The function z a is defined by
Uά is identified with ?/£ where ^α o ^ ^1 is analytic, and with U" where z a ozj ι is anti-analytic. This construction yields the Riemann surface (without boundary) X as a double cover of X, folded along dX.
If U is open in X, let U = π~ι(U). We denote the structure sheaf of X by £?. Proof. We may cover U by dianalytic charts (U a , z a ) . It then suffices to verify (f) for U a , since ^(U) is the difference kernel of Tίa^iϋ^ztTLa.β^iϋaΠϋβ) and C® β is exact.
Let σ be the canonical anti-involution of X which commutes with 7Γ, and let ic denote complex conjugation. If we identify ^(U a ) with its image in έ?(U a ) then we see
But any ge^(U a )
can be written as 9 = i(g and hence the canonical map is surjective. This map is easily seen to be injective, completing the proof.
If ^ is an analytic sheaf on % let Proof. Use Theorem 5 and Proposition 2 to reduce to the case of a non-compact Riemann surface [6, p. 270] .
